Arc Flash Calculation (IEEE 1584 - 2018)
Introduction
An arc flash is a violent eruption of heat and light caused by an electrical explosion. Arc flashes can
seriously injure electricians, with fierce burns posing a significant risk to life. Other hazards include
shrapnel and a pressure wave (often called an arc blast).

The electrical explosion results from an unwanted electrical connection through the air, perhaps to
ground or another conductor.
To protect from the effects of an arc flash, electricians working on high-power equipment must
wear protective clothing when within the hazard zone, and be aware of how far that zone stretches.
This application determines the minimum safe working distance from an arc flash, following the
empirical methodology presented in IEEE 1584 - 2018. Specifically, the application calculates the
intermediate average arcing current
arcing current variation factor
box size variation factor
incident energy - amount of thermal energy on a surface at a specific distance (2nd degree
burns are caused by an incident energy of 5 J/cm2)
arc flash boundary - minimum distance from an arc flash to prevent 2nd degree burns
The system studied is a high voltage 15 kV switchgear. The electrode configuration can be switched
between VCB (vertical conductors in a metal box, VCBB (vertical conductors terminated int a metal
box's insulation barrier), HCB (horizontal conductors in a metal box), VOA (vertical conductors in
open air) and HOA (horizontal conductors in open air).

Parameters
Open-circuit voltage/system voltage (kV)
Maximum short circuit current/bolted fault
current for three phase faults (kA)
Gap between the conductors or electrodes (mm)
Working distance
Enclosure height (mm)
Enclosure height (mm)
Enclosure depth (mm)
Arc duration (ms)
Configuration ("VCB", "VCBB", "HCB", "VOA" or
"HOA")

Constants from IEEE 1584-2018
Intermediate Average Arcing Current

Arcing Current Variation Factor

Box Size Correction Factor (Table 7)

Incident Energy

Intermediate Average Arcing Current

Average RMS arcing current

Average RMS arcing currents (kA) at voltage levels Voc of 600 V, 2700V and 14300 V

= 12.09571220

= 15.80682094

= 16.53856325

Arcing Current Variation Factor
The reduced arcing current Iarc_min determines if the arcing current variation influences the
operating time of protective devices.
If the arcing fault current is low, protective devices take more time to interrupt the fault
current, resulting in a high incident energy.
If arcing fault current is high, then protective devices take less time to interrupt the fault
current, resulting in a low incident energy.
Empirical coefficients

Arcing current variation correction factor

= 0.0232906283
= 11.95485383
= 15.62274554
= 16.34596648
Interpolation equations for arcing current Iarc (equations 16 to 18)
First Iarc interpolation term (kA) between 600 V
and 2700 V
= 35.01017315
Second Iarc interpolation term (kA) used when
Voc is greater than 2700 V
= 16.31479316

Third Iarc interpolation term (kA) used when Voc
is less than 2700 V
=

Final arcing current is found from Iarc_2 since Voc > 2700 volts.
= 16.31479316

Box Size Correction Factor
Determine if the enclosure is typical or shallow.
Typical enclosure: depth > 203.2 mm
The effect of depth is only considered if the system voltage is less than 600 V. Since the switchgear
voltage is higher than 600 V and the depth is higher than 203.2 mm, the enclosure is typical.
Next, the equivalent width and height can be determined based on the reasoning provided in Table
6 (section 4.8.3 IEEE 1584-2018).
Using equations 11 and 12, since the width and height are greater than 1244.6 mm, both equations
are solved with a value 1244.6 (maximum width or height).

= 10

= 22

= 50.88181819
= 50.88181819
Equivalent enclosure size used to find the correction factor. For typical box enclosures, EES > 20
= 50.88181820
Empirical coefficientgs

(6.1)
Enclosure size correction factor (equation 14 since the enclosure is "Typical")

= 1.176606285

(6.2)

Incident Energy

Incident energy (J/cm2) for 600 V, 2700 V and 14300 V.

= 20.50344514

= 32.17771024

= 37.44367789

First E interpolation term (J cm-2) when Voc is
between 600 V and 2700 V

=
93.88454005

Second E interpolation term (J cm-2) when Voc is
greater than 2700 V

=
37.21669653

Third E interpolation term (J cm-2) when Voc is
less than 2700 V

=

The final incident energy (J cm-2) is found from E2 since the voltage Voc > 2700 volts
= 37.21669653

Arc Flash Boundary
IEEE 1584-2018 provides two intermediate equations (22 and 23) to determine the intermediate
arc-flash boundary values.
Arc flash boundary

Coefficients

Arc-flash boundary for 600 V, 2700 V and 14300 V

= 1817.028608

= 2667.313254

= 3053.994840
Use the interpolation equations (22) to (24) to determine the final arc flash boundary.

First AFB interpolation term (mm) used when
Voc is between 600 V and 2700 V
= 7161.674955
Second AFB interpolation term (mm) used when
Voc is greater than 2700 V
= 3037.327530

Third AFB interpolation term (mm) used when
Voc is less than 2700 V
=
The final arc-flash boundary is found from AFB2 (AFB2700) since Voc > 2700 V
= 3037.327530

